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INVERTED
P O R TA L
Ensamble
Studio

PREVIOUS PHOTO:

Tippet Rise Art
Center co-founder
Peter Halstead
calls the 400-ton
“Inverted Portal”
a gate, sundial,
wormhole, or
window. The
monumental
sculpture made of
earth, rock, cement,
grass, and rebar
is one of eight
artworks set in a
10,260-acre working
ranch at the foot of
Montana’s Beartooth
Mountains.

D AY D R E A M S
Patrick
Dougherty

BELOW AND RIGHT:

Dougherty
constructed
“Daydreams” of
willow saplings
woven within and
atop a replica of a
prairie schoolhouse.
The sculpture
“celebrates ideas
of wistful escape,”
writes Dougherty,
“and indulges
bucolic fantasies
of nature as
headmaster and
the wind as a
learning aid.”
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current of sound runs through my bones.
Mallet in hand, I stand inside the scaffolding of a massive steel sculpture, on a grassy
hilltop, in the middle of nowhere, which
feels, right now, like the center of the universe. Artist Mark di Suvero equipped his
installation “Beethoven’s Quartet” with
mallets almost as a challenge: how wild
do I dare to be?
There are no plaques describing this
solitary sculpture. Why Beethoven? There
is no explanatory information but the art
itself, the wind, and the deep drum-like
roar that will be heard only if I strike the
metal again and make it. It’s up to me to
create this moment, or to let it drift away.
Is it really OK to be this loud? Is it even
OK to be here?
Yes. It’s very OK.
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AT F I R ST it looks like a monster bison
grazing in the yellow rolling hills. But it is
neither bison nor mythical Minotaur. It’s
a massive, humped, and spiky sculpture
called “Two Discs” made by Alexander
Calder in 1965. It spent six years in front
of the Smithsonian’s Hirshhorn Museum
in my hometown of Washington, D.C.
Now it’s here, out of context, freed, set
out to pasture, and shape-shifting—not
always benevolently—as I move toward
and then past it.
I learn that Tippet Rise is unlike any
art gallery I’ve ever been to. You don’t
take steps between the artworks; you
traverse miles of gravel roads and connecting trails, your view of each piece
changing with your distance from it.
What looks like a lonely sentinel from afar
becomes, up close, a playful giant offering
shade. Nothing is what it appears to be,
and at first it all seems too big to absorb.
There is “Beartooth Portal,” a monumental sort of clamshell that in the hazy
air serves as a curious druid beacon,

made by an artistic architectural group called
glade, or natural amphitheater as a frame. The
Helena
MONTANA
Ensamble Studio. There is “Satellite #5: Pioneer,”
eight pieces out on the working ranch’s grazing
Tippet Rise
Billings
a giant wood and steel installation by Stephen
lands also serve as cairns, way stations both fanArt Center
Talasnik that seems equal parts knotted wooden
ciful and practical to help you on your journey,
rollercoaster and space satellite, fallen to this
whether it’s by foot, bike, van, or in your head.
WYOMING
stretch of Montana that the artist has spoken
And it turns out several of the pieces are pur100 mi
IDAHO
100 km
about in unearthly terms: “The topography of
posefully meant to feel as if taken from the sky.
Tippet Rise is reminiscent of the lunar surface,
Their map on the land is a mirror image of the
as seen in the early black-and-white images captured by NASA
stars, Cathy tells me, “as if you took the constellation Orion and
satellites, an expansive infinite panorama that served as a staging
brought it down to Earth.”
area for exploration and adventure.”
Now coiled out here, among the tall grass and snakes, this
fallen satellite raises more questions than answers and looks
as out of place as I feel. But I find that I like feeling out of place.
There is, however, logic in the design, as I learn later from
Tippet founders Peter and Cathy Halstead. For one, the remote
DWA R F E D, STA N D I N G I N T H E B R E E Z E that runs like a river
installations—made by architects and artists you’d see in top
through “Inverted Portal,” I run my hand along the smooth side
museums around the world—each get their own canyon, hill,
of this 26-foot-high installation that was literally cast into, filled

D

PROVE RB
Mark di
Suvero
Sixty-foot steel
girders evoke a
measuring tool,
like a metronome
or protractor,
writes Peter
Halstead. “Even
an enormous ruler
fails to measure up
to the vast scale of
the universe.”
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The sentiment comes to me with clarity, just as many others will this weekend,
out here in this Montana expanse that is
the weirdest, wildest, windiest, and most
wonderful combination of nature and art,
of shared music and private moments, of
impossible structures trucked in, hauled
up, built on-site, and in some cases
literally created from the earth below my
feet—all seemingly dropped from the sky.
Wrapping up its third season, Tippet
Rise Art Center, set on a 10,260-acre cattle and sheep ranch with the Beartooth
Mountains fringing the horizon, is one
of the newest of the world’s burgeoning
outdoor cultural centers. But it’s already
drawing some of the leading lights of
modern art and classical music to the
mostly unknown, unincorporated little
community of Fishtail, Montana.
I’m here to spend the weekend
immersed in art and music, and to see if
doing so in the outdoors, isolated from
my daily rhythms, makes a difference.
Will it sprinkle some sort of magic
dust over me—or will I just get dusty?
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IT’S THE MIDDLE OF THE DAY on “campus” and I stroll into the
music barn where a small army of sound specialists is tinkering with the microphones above a glistening black, bison-size
Steinway grand piano. I quickly learn that for people who live and
breathe pianos, the 12 stored here—including one that belonged
to the famed pianist Vladimir Horowitz—are referred to mostly
as “she.” Some have names, and all come with entirely different
personalities. One piano is “sharp” and “crisp,” another—like
many built during the painful years of World War II—is “soulful.” The one that’s out now, called Seraphina and built in 1897,
“is a good Chopin piano,” says Mike Toia, the self-described
keeper of the keys.
Outside, dozens of guests start to arrive just as the afternoon
air starts to cool. They chat over plates of BBQ and glasses of
chardonnay in the breezy dining pavilion, called Will’s Shed,
set with long communal tables. They too are pilgrims here,
some of them from homes in the surrounding fields or mountains, others, like me, from farther away. I join the food line
with the Montana State students—one of whom tells me with
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Opening in April at NYC’s Hudson
Yards, The Shed features a
telescoping outer shell to create
flexible spaces for concerts,
exhibitions, and gatherings.

pride and surprise that she just realized she hadn’t checked the
news once since arriving—and a slender man in an olive T-shirt
I’ve seen throughout the day, a violin strapped to his back. He’s
Kristopher Tong, part of the Borromeo String Quartet, which will
perform two concerts tomorrow, one outside at “Domo.” He’s
been rehearsing all day, but tells me that after his concerts he’s
“hoping to explore and get lost.”
Eventually all the diners, perhaps a hundred of us, take our
last sips of wine, toss our recyclable dishware, and stroll over to
the music venue, called the Olivier Barn, for the evening concert,
by pianist Jenny Chen. We sit in folding director’s chairs, and
I note the informal dress code: fleece, checkered shirts, sweatshirts, hiking boots, cowboy boots, Tevas, and Birkenstocks.
Cathy welcomes guests in a pullover shift and blue sneakers.
Peter is wearing a faded pink fishing hat with a yellow band,
jeans, and a fleece. I sense that they’re a big and welcoming
presence here most—if not every—weekend, as they sit in their
folding chairs, holding hands. Both seem as excited to be here
as everyone else, the most permanent pilgrims of the lot of us.
Philanthropists, artists, and now grandparents, they want
Tippet Rise—named for Cathy’s mother, who died young—to
be an affordable oasis of art and music. (Van tours and concert
tickets are $10, or free for anyone under 21; biking and hiking
are free with reservation.) That’s because of how deeply they
remember their own transformative life experiences in the early
days of outdoor music and art venues: That summer when they
ran through the sprinklers under the sculptures at the Storm King
Art Center, or in 1981, when they visited the Caramoor Center
for Music and Arts in upstate New York—a moment that was so
life-changing for them that it inspired Tippet Rise.
It was during an outdoor concert that acclaimed pianist Ivo
Pogorelich invited the entire audience to join him on his sheltered stage when rain began to fall. The rain, the pianist circled
by the audience—everyone was joined together in one moment.
Such experiences, when the forces of nature can bring out
new dimensions in a piece of art, a performer, or even a visitor,
are something the art world is increasingly trying to offer cultural
pilgrims around the world. And it’s exactly what the Halsteads
are aiming for here, from art best viewed by mountain bike to
musicians within arm’s reach of their audience.
“The stage is a barrier,” explains Peter. “When you make a
stage, you make a wall. We wanted there to be no walls between
the audience and the musicians.”

O F F T H E WA L L : 1 2 DA R I N G
U.S. ART EXPERIENCES
Art is everywhere, breaking the rules and bursting
beyond the boundaries of boxy museums. Cultural
organizations large and small lead the charge by
activating spaces and places outside of traditional
galleries, theaters, and concert halls. Audiences, no
longer content as mere spectators, are now part of
the performance. Here are 12 electrifying ways to
sense the creative energy. —Jean Lawlor Cohen
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WHEN HER FINGERS hit the keys, I fall into a slight state of shock.
How can 10 fingers create that much music? If I were not sitting
so close I’d say it’s impossible. The sound seems to roll into the
barn like a rushing wave, cresting with a deep sound rising up

BRETT BEYER

in, then removed from the earth and set upright with tractors
and cranes. It’s cool to the touch, perhaps one reason why the
Tippet Rise cattle tend to favor it for shade. Just one of the
slabs can be measured in hundreds of thousands of pounds,
one side of which, as my guide (and Tippet director of operations) Pete Hinmon calculates, weighs about the same as “400
grand pianos.”
Aside from the cows, there are other visiting luminaries
from the animal kingdom: elk, deer, bunnies, eagles, sandhill
cranes, and meadowlarks, to name a few. A group of students
from Montana State University is also touring today, and when I
see them later their faces are marked with dark charcoal-colored
streaks; inspired, they had dipped their fingers in the rough
sides of the primal sculptures.
At “Domo,” a massive rock structure also made by Ensamble
Studio, the silence is punctuated only by a sort of ghostly castanet orchestra of grasshoppers. Hinmon tells me how a cellist who
performed here once said that he “loved the accompaniment
of the grasshoppers—if only they’d keep time!”
I notice two hikers, the next closest gallery viewers, walking
toward us on a distant trail. I know they have piano concerts way
up here, and I ask how they get Steinway grands up this hill of
grass, brush, and gravel. The answer: very carefully, of course,
with the help of a rough-terrain dolly set on inflatable tires and
five or six people pushing the piano, on its side, up the hill.
This is when I understand that—for someone who works
here—the weight of a grand piano is a perfectly legit unit of
measurement.

and around us, drifting back down the
wooden walls like mist. This level of skill
is now stopping me in my tracks, choking
my throat, making it hard for me to see
for a few minutes.
The Olivier Barn, where I now sit listening to Jenny Chen, is enclosed and
built for acoustical excellence in what is
known as a “jewel box” design, modeled
on the dimensions of the intimate
European halls where the greats such as
Haydn and Bach performed. Concerts
are held here on Friday and Saturday
evenings. Most Saturday morning performances are at the outdoor installations,
with guests driven up the gravel roads in
two yellow school buses.
Before she started to play, Chen
described how Frédéric Chopin’s 24
preludes each represent a story and
moment and that as she played we might
look back at moments in our own lives
as well.
She performs just a few feet from us,
and flashes of lightning illuminate the
now darkened hills in the large window
behind her. I hear thunder between key
strokes. Afterward, as the audience files
out, the wind is a deep force, unchecked
in this open valley of small hills.
In my rental car, in the growing darkness, I join the line of vehicles with the

HUDSON YARDS
MANHATTAN, NY

GLENSTONE
POTOMAC, MD

ARCOSANTI
MAYER, AZ

Hudson Yards, a
“city within a city”
on Manhattan’s
West Side, opens
this spring with the
Vessel, a 150-foot
spiral of stairs that
can hold a thousand
people. Also opening:
The Shed multiarts
center whose outer
shell shifts over a
plaza by the High
Line. Initial events
include avant-garde
performers Steve
Reich and Björk.
hudsonyardsnewyork
.com, theshed.org

At Glenstone
Museum, one of
the world’s largest
private museums,
Jeff Koons’s 37-foot
flower-decked
rocking horse peeps
over a hill. Galleries
surround an aquatic
garden and include a
surreal Robert Gober
room with sinks
mounted to painted
forest walls, while
in the real woods
outside, visitors sit on
stumps, enveloped
in a sphere of sound.
glenstone.org

Visionary architect
Paolo Soleri built his
“city of the future” in
1970 as a romance
of architecture and
ecology. Some 75
residents pioneer on,
running a café, lofts,
and a foundry to cast
bronze bells they sell
onsite and online,
and giving tours of
the community’s
Hopi-like structures.
Hands-on workshops
focus on “arcology”
(architecture/
ecology) concepts.
arcosanti.org

LIVING WALLS
ATLANTA, GA

GARTH NEWEL
WARM SPRINGS, VA

DIGITAL GRAFFITI
ALYS BEACH, FL

Atlanta is embracing
street art more than
ever before, with
over 500 hyper-color
murals on buildings,
inside tunnels, and
under bridges. Go
on a self-guided
walking tour (get a
map at streetartmap
.org) and look out
for murals by artists
from Living Walls, a
nonprofit that aims to
spark conversations
about public art.
livingwallsatl.com

On 114 acres in the
Allegheny Highlands,
Garth Newel Music
Center hosts
chamber music,
bluegrass, folk, blues,
and jazz year-round
in a former showring
for Arabian horses. A
cowbell calls guests
to the intimate
stage, then to dinner
with the musicians.
Guests can spend
the night in the artfilled manor house.
garthnewel.org

Call it “guerilla projection” or “photon
bombing,” this beach
town’s white houses
become screens for
videos, animation,
and sound-motionlight shows during
the Digital Graffiti
Festival, May 17-18.
From street parties
to cocktails, it’s a
convergence of
international artists,
filmmakers, musicians, and techies.
digitalgraffiti.com
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DOMO
Ensamble Studio

“Domo” may seem like an object from
prehistory, but the 1,200-ton structure
was made of earth and stone by Ensamble
Studio, of Madrid and Boston. In an inverted
lost-wax process, the material was poured
into the land, then excavated by bulldozers.
With a ceiling designed for superior
acoustics, the work also serves as a concert
venue. “In these preternatural settings,”
writes Peter Halstead, “some primal chord
is struck inside us.”
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other pilgrims from the concert, heading
out the gate. On the seven-mile gravel
road back to Fishtail, our procession looks
like a moving string of Christmas lights. I
think about how all of us decorating this
dark road just shared the same experience
and are sharing it still, the miles between
us growing so prettily.

DESERT X
COACHELLA, CA

ART ON THE MART
CHICAGO, IL

“LEVITATED MASS”
LOS ANGELES, CA

With artworks spread
across 50 miles in the
Coachella Valley, the
free and open-to-all
Desert X biennial
(February 9-April
21) encourages
visitors to journey
to discover the
various sites. Each
work engages with
the specific cultural
and geographic
landscapes of the
desert. Nearby, the
Joshua Treenial runs
April 12-14.
desertx.org,
joshuatreenial.com

From March to
December, this
recently launched
sound-and-light
happening dazzles
with two hours of
digital imagery
Wednesday through
Sunday nights
on a 2.5-acre
screen: the facade
of the landmark
Merchandise Mart
building. The display
is best viewed from
the Riverwalk. The
light shows change
three times a year.
artonthemart.com

Earth artist Michael
Heizer likes to move
dirt, but in 2012 his
team deposited a
340-ton chunk of
granite outside the
L.A. County Museum
of Art. The boulder,
titled “Levitated
Mass,” rests (likely
forever) atop a
456-foot-long slot
that’s an underpass
ramp for visitors. This
ancient object hovers
only steps from the
Pleistocene predators
in the La Brea tar pits.
lacma.org

STORM KING
HUDSON VALLEY, NY

ILLUMINATE SF
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

MEOW WOLF
SANTA FE, NM

The 500 pastoral
acres of Storm King
Art Center hold
110-120 sculptures
and installations that
change, president
John Stern told the
New York Times,
“as the landscape
evolves.” Visitors
hike, bike, or ride
trams for sightlines
on large works by
modern masters
and contemporary
artists such as Andy
Goldsworthy and
Maya Lin.
stormking.org

Dusk triggers SF’s
extensive light art
scene: eco-friendly
LED and neon
dazzlers by the
likes of Dan Flavin
and James Turrell.
Salesforce Tower
glows with 11,000
lights and video
screens; the Bay
Bridge sparkles with
1.5 miles of LEDs.
Streets especially
shine during the
annual Illuminate SF
festival, Thanksgiving
to New Year’s Day.
illuminatesf.com

Art collective Meow
Wolf stages its
20,000-square-foot
“House of Eternal
Return” in a former
bowling alley in Santa
Fe. It’s been such
a hit that outposts
are opening in Las
Vegas (late 2019),
Denver (2020),
and Washington,
D.C. (2022). Look
for their signature
mix of “jungle gym,
haunted house,
children’s museum,
and immersive art.”
meowwolf.com
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T H E W I N D H A S V I O L E N T LY whipped
away several window screens of my rental
house. I’m staying in Fishtail, near its one
general store, since on-site housing at
Tippet is for visiting composers, artists,
and musicians. I reattach the screens,
wary of the one door where I had accidentally flushed out a disgruntled bat the
night before.
But what nature gave with the previous night’s colossal windstorm, it took
away this morning: no outdoor concert.
Rain could have been managed, but the
wind was too dangerous for guests. Yet
there’s a silver lining to nature’s unpredictability. Now that the string quartet’s
performance has moved to the music
barn, a large screen can be lowered, letting us follow the original music they’ll
be playing, written by Beethoven in his
own hand, ink smudges and all.
Before the musicians play, they teach
us how to read Beethoven’s handwriting.
He invented his own forms of notation,
many so subtle that they never made it
into modern sheet music, explains first
violinist Nicholas Kitchen. He compares diving into the old manuscripts
for the tiniest notes to the explorers
who descended into the deepest ocean
trenches “thinking there won’t be life
down there.” But oh, how much life
there was! The sweetest notes, to me, are
the wiggly diamonds Beethoven drew
to alert musicians to “a slight place for
warmth and sincerity” in the music. He
apparently got quite angry with musicians
who didn’t follow his lead. Whether or not
those details matter to us, Kitchen says,

I

LANCE GERBER, COURTESY OF THE ARTIST AND DESERT X

The inaugural
Desert X in 2017
featured Phillip
K. Smith III’s
“The Circle of
Land and Sky,”
comprising
300 geometric
reflectors set in
Coachella Valley.

“those details really matter to Beethoven.”
In the barn’s intimacy, we’re able to ask questions of the musicians. They talk of facial expressions when playing, with the
young violist Luther Warren saying that emotions sometimes
come even before the music. “It’s more like a current and energy,
sometimes you feel something is coming and sometimes you
don’t. We channel that for you.”
Kitchen also adds that for him, it’s like “singing the music,”
and the discussion roams to how people these days don’t sing
together as much as communities used to. I feel a strange tenderness towards them. They’re here because we’re here. I realize
we’re all part of the experiment unfolding right now. I’m as much
a part of this as they are.
The quartet positions itself to play. Like the rest of us in the
barn, I’m close enough to see that their cue to start is some sort
of eye motion. I can see the violist, Warren, most clearly—his
dark eyes fixed on the lead violinist, waiting for some secret
starting gun to go off. His right arm is bent, his left extended,
like a speed skater hunching with tension, his viola ready to race.

I T’S O N LY A O N E- RO O M , frontier-style schoolhouse, but it’s
easy to get lost in “Daydreams.” It, and I, are being enveloped,
inside and outside, by cyclones woven from willow branches
by the artist Patrick Dougherty. In Peter and Cathy Halstead’s
book on Tippet Rise published by Princeton Architectural Press,
Dougherty writes of touring turn-of-the-century schoolhouses
that “still sit plaintively in the Montana landscape. These derelict remnants of learning occupy the most beautiful places and
leave the explorer wondering how any child could concentrate
in the midst of such allure.”
Stepping outside this prairie twister of childhood imagination
and looking out at the hills, I realize that, with no visible power
lines, this land is as close to what it looked like before. Before
what, I don’t know. Before life as I know it, perhaps. I just know
it’s beyond this place and time. It’s dead quiet except, after a
few minutes, the wheels of a passing mountain biker stir the
gravel path.
In their book, Peter and Cathy write, “Out of doors, a work of
art is like a house dog let loose in a field,” spinning, reflecting the
elements, freed. And so, they hope, is the artgoer: “You prowl,
cavort, saunter, stalk. You have a relationship not only with the
work but also with the grass and the temperature and the breeze.”
I was meant to feel out of place, let loose, freed. The college
kids too, cavorting and stalking with their earth-streaked faces.
The place is so abstract, so gloriously isolated, and puts so much
muscle and thought into beauty that it serves as a lesson to me
that the crazy effort is worth it, a life with more beauty and
logic-defying is a life more worth living.

What I don’t yet know is that after this weekend I will also
be listening to classical music in ways I don’t recall ever doing
before. Until I listened to it actively, I hadn’t been able to think
that one part of a piece might feel like a feather tickling your
neck, another like a dizzying spin with a dance partner in a
crowded room, the hems of imaginary dresses looping in wild
abandon. I wouldn’t have mused whether, back in the days with
no roller coasters or scary movies, maybe the adrenaline rush we
all seek came with the music. I never really liked the wild parts
of classical music until I slowed down enough to listen to the
quiet parts, thrilled when the music finally becomes a torrent.
It’s possible I could have found my Tippet Rise, or something with a similar effect, elsewhere, earlier in life, closer to
home. It might not be a place where size is measured in bisons or
weights in grand pianos—a place of elks and art and ranchers—
but equally magical.
Tippet Rise itself is so intimate and sought-after that the center had to create a lottery for the concerts. “It’s a good problem
to have,” a staffer had told me. “Especially for classical music.”
Before coming here I had wondered if I’d be able to sit through
three concerts—two in a day, one before lunch! I like to be on
the move. But at the final concert—Bach, Mendelssohn, and the
debut of an original composition created for Tippet Rise—I was
on the edge of my seat.
The composer, Aaron Jay Kernis, who has been walking the
grounds today, describes his music as inspired by this landscape:
“ascetic” and “beautiful but rough.” The music does reflect the
place: Pulled from the earth, dropped from the sky, seemingly out
of nowhere. With its high violin notes, it definitely possesses a
“beautiful but rough” sound, like cold snow falling on dry grass,
perhaps something the composer had seen when he came here
in winter to work on his original composition.
After the intermission, the quartet launches into
Mendelssohn. I’m sitting near the college kids, who, like me,
are positioned as close as possible to the stage-less players.
I’m so close I can see the musicians’ eyes, their fingers, their
signals to each other. I can even see their feet. While their hands
are making their instruments sing and soar, their feet slide and
tap in a soundless dance, possessed by the sound. The sparkling
heels of the cellist move so slightly, as if in a restrained, secret
tango keeping time with her cello. The violinist—Kristopher
Tong, the one I know is hoping to explore and get lost in the
land tomorrow—has just the smallest hint of white gravel dust
on his concert shoes.
What more evidence could I need that there is dust and magic
dust in this place out of time.
EVE CONANT (

@eveconant) is a writer and editor at
National Geographic who last wrote for Traveler about
Russian cuisine. JAMES FLORIO ( @jamesfloriophotography)
is based in Evergreen, Colorado, and focuses on architecture
and the built environment.
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S AT E L L I T E
#5: PIONEER
Stephen
Talasnik

Talasnik named
this work, made of
yellow cedar logs
and slats, for the
satellite launched
in 1973 to view the
dark side of the
moon. “When art is
freed from the four
walls of a museum
and from the
confines of a city,”
write the Halsteads,
“suddenly it relates
to the world in a way
that enriches the
landscape.”
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